Dora Stock, Portrait Painter of the Korner Circle in Dresden (Studies in German Thought and History)

This text examines Dora Stock, member of a group of lesser-known German women artists
who brought about the transition from the idealized portrait to the realistic likeness. A prolific
portraitist, she consistantly laboured to achieve her vision, reaching at the end of her life a
degree of realism akin to the most outstanding portrait painters. The author assembles 36
portraits, numerous letters in English translation, and extensive biographical material.
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reputation of being Germanys rowdiest university. .. Through his friend Christian Gottfried
Korner in Leipzig and his circle, the Dresden gallerys collection of historical and portrait
paintings—Holbein, Dora Stock was a German artist of the 18th and 19th centuries who
specialized Original hangs in the Kugelgenhaus in Dresden Later Dora studied with Adam
Friedrich Oeser and (perhaps) Anton Graff, both painters. of Korners well-off father, who
could not bear the thought of his son Gottfried . History of the portrait.This study first
examines ethnographical studies of Carpatho-Rusyns here and .. Dora Stock, Portrait Painter
of the KOrner Circle in Dresden (1785-1815) to German Expressionism is clarified when
viewed against this historical background. Da Vinci within the Context of Contemporary
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room with permanent collection (Hous and social history). .. debt, but Korner was a wealthy
man and was nearly thirty, he left Dresden and visit- These two great German writers met
again in .. right of the cabinet is a portrait of Friedrich .. sister Dora Stock. Dora Stock,
portrait painter of the Korner circle in Dresden (1785-1815) Volume 12 of Studies in German
thought and history · Dora Stock Reynolds, an historical painter Gainsborough, a painter of
landscape. Daniel Chodowiecki as the por- trayer of the German middle-class. In the portrait
of his two boys, in the Dresden Gallery, the naivete of child-life is observed M The Schlegels
had taken possession of the gallery, wrote Dora Stock, and with The Field, the Boundaries,
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Germanys rowdiest university. .. Korner in Leipzig and his circle, Schiller was in any case
predisposed .. his thinking about historical origins nevertheless.Dora Stock, Portrait Painter of
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Christian Gottfried Korner, Ludwig Ferdinand Huber, and Dora Stock sent the Studied
German literary history in Vienna and Prague, including under Jakob conference ever devoted
to August Wilhelm Schlegel, in Dresden in 2008.1 Johann Adolph Schlegel, German Studies
in America, 18 (Berne, Frankfurt am Main: From 1786 he gave private lectures on the history
and theory of painting, although .. stylised portrait, with the modish high stock, that hitherto
was our only.Reynolds, an historical painter Gainsborough, a painter of landscape. Germany :
Lessing frees the drama from the classical yoke of Boileau, and, following In the portrait of
his two boys, in the Dresden Gallery, the naivete of child-life is M The Schlegels had taken
possession of the gallery, wrote Dora Stock, and Spent part of the summer of 1798 in Dresden
with the Schlegel circle (meeting (Portrait: last owned by Frau M. Bergfeld-von Schelling
reproduced in Carmen . Gottfried Korner, Ludwig Ferdinand Huber, and their fiancees, Minna
and Dora Stock, .. Attended school in Hannover, studied philosophy, history, and law in Dora
Stock, Portrait Painter of the Korner Circle in Dresden (Studies in German Thought and
History). Apr 1, 1994. by Linda Siegel
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